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MEZ FROM THE PREZ
Blame it on the construction on the Parkway.
Getting to Monroeville from most points west
of Monroe required dedication. The attendance at the October meeting at Bella Luna
was just a bit lighter than usual, (about 30
folks), but the good news is that among those
30 persons in attendance, we gained three
new members. Four Winds BMW Riders
welcomes John Rolin, Gregory Lievan, and
Bruce Westley.
And Bella Luna was a great venue for
our group and definitely worth a return visit,
sometime in 2008 when (we hope that) construction on the Parkway has been completed.
I am going to make a plea to the membership to make a special point of attending
the November meeting at Vincent’s At
Greentree. Gary Smith will treat us to a professionally produced multi-media presentation (about 10-15 minutes in duration), more
details will emerge concerning the January
26th Banquet, the meeting schedule for 2008
will begin taking shape, and if we are lucky,
at least one of our usual hosts will commit to
hosting a Shack Meeting in the first quarter
of 2008.
So there could be a lot of news to share
and after November, the next regular meeting won’t be until February, 2008.
Now a safety reminder: Deer season is
coming to Pennsylvania. Why is this important to motorcyclists? Some deer hunters,
hoping to increase their odds of bagging a 12

Mark your calendars! The 2008 4-Winds
Banquet will be held at the Georgetown Center, 526 E. Bruceton Rd (just West of Rte 51)
beginning at 6:00PM Saturday, January 26th,
2008. The cost will be $25 per person and
this will include a free happy hour prior to
the Big Buffet Banquet.
We’re making up a DVD slide show for
the banquet of members’ activities in 2007.
If you have pictures, get them to me
(Ralph) on a CD-R at this month’s meeting, or by e-mail (if there aren’t too many of
them and you haven’t sent them to me previously), and I’ll add them to the DVD.
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President – Mitch Kehan
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Vice President – Gary Smith
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shack.smith@verizon.net
Treasurer – Tom Primke
412-828-3413
tomprimke@juno.com
Corres. Sec’y – Sean Barrett
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jurgen@brune.ws
Director – Ralph Meyer
724-443-4937
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Director – Jay Singh
412-967-9314
singhjx@earthlink.net

NOVEMBER MEETING INFO
The next meeting of the Four Winds
BMW Riders will be held on Sat.,
Nov. 17, 2007 at Vincents of
Greentree from 2–5PM. Meal is at
3PM. Directions are on the back
page. Gary & Kay Smith will present
a Slide Show on their travels in Europe this past summer.
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PUBLICATION INFO
The Four Winds BMW Riders
Newsletter is published for
members’ use. Articles’ and
pictures’ copyrights are held by
their authors. Author’s permission should be obtained before
any form of republication.
Editor: Ralph Meyer
Deadline: Articles submitted must
be received by the editor no
later than 6:00 PM on the
Tuesday after the club meeting of the month preceding the
month of publication (e.g.,
Nov. Meeting: Nov. 17; Dec. issue deadline: Tues., Nov.
20th). Articles/Info rec’d after
deadline go in next month’s
newsletter.
Submission information:
E-mail submissions: Send as attachments with “4 Winds Newsletter Article” in the e-mail
‘Subject’ line to:
<meyer@zoominternet.net>
Articles on Disk Media mail to:
Ralph Meyer, Editor
4 Winds Newsletter
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720
Submission formats:
Articles: Send as plain text with
headings and hdg depth defined,
or in Word Processor (e.g., MS
Word) format. Save trees: avoid
paper if you can.
Pictures and graphics: Submit in
JPEG or TIFF format with
clearly marked locations in the
article.
Long articles may be split between
issues.
National Club Affiliations: Four
Winds BMW Riders is chartered club #6 of the BMWMOA
and chartered club #76 of the
BMWRA
Newsletters in color PDF format
are at the Four Winds Site,
www.4windsbmw.org . Download a free Adobe PDF reader
by clicking the ‘Get Adobe
Reader ’
button
at
www.adobe.com and following
the directions thereafter provided.
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MEETING SCHEDULE
2007

ONGOING EVENTS

Mark the dates on your calendars, but remember...
All meeting sites are tentative.
Please check the web site and
newsletter for changes and
updates.
November 17, 2007 — Vincent’s
of Greentree, 333 Mansfield
Ave, Greentree, PA.
December, 2007 — No Monthly
Meeting
January 26, 2008, 6:00PM —
2008 Club Banquet at The
Georgetown Center, Bruceton
Rd.

2007 SHACK SCHEDULE
Keep an eye out on the web site all
you lady and gentleman wrenchers
and attendees out there, for the
Shack locations and dates to help
keep us smiling through the winter, and keep ‘em rolling!

point buck will attempt to stack the deck in
their favor by scenting the woods with female deer urine, seeding open fields with
corn, and engage in other nefarious activities weeks before the hunt. Deer are already
inclined to behave erratically before the onset of winter, but the added activity on the
part of hunters can cause deer to behave down
right suicidally. As an automotive collision
technician, I can tell you from first hand experience that 90% of our business during the
month of November (and a good percentage
of October and December business) will be
a result of deer hits. Be careful out there.

Breakfast Rides, et al.:
These rides are free-form. Those
attending decide what they
want to do and where, if anywhere, they want to ride. If you
just want to show up in the car
and have breakfast with fellow
motorcyclists, that’s fine too.

COME! EAT! CHAT! RIDE!
Ride Schedule — Month:
Sun, Nov 4 — North at King’s, I79 & Rt 910/VIP Dr., 10:00
AM
Sat, Nov 10 — West at Eat n’ Park,
Rt 60 & 22/30, 9:00 AM
Sun, Nov 18 — South at King's,
3049 Washington Pike, off Exit
54, I-79, Bridgeville, 10:00
AM
Sat, Nov 24 — East at Dick’s, Rt
22
Westbound
Side,
Monroeville, 9:00 AM
If you’re going to a breakfast
ride, you might want to notify others: It’s not necessary,
but it’d be nice to let others
know you’re going to a particular Breakfast Ride by putting
a notice on the 4-Winds Site
Message Board’s Breakfast
Ride section saying so. That’ll
help save a rider from discovering too late that no one else
is going that day. The Breakfast Ride’s URL is: http://
www.4windsbmw.org/forum/
viewforum.php?f=9 . Be sure
to erase your post after the ride
if you can so the board doesn’t
get cluttered.

MITCH
TOUR AUSTRALIA?
Wanna tour Australia? Check out Chapel Australian Bike Tours at http://
www.chapelaustralianbiketours.com or e-mail mike@chapelaustralianbiketours.com . There’s
a special 19 day guided tour offer, one of their 7 Adventure Tours, from January 28 - February 15, 2008 (avoid the Pittsburgh winter—it’s summer in Aussieland then) coming up. The
price [Couple cost: $17,960AUD (c. $14,000USD)] covers everything except drinks. The
tour is through Southeast Australia and the wilderness of Tasmania. Included in the price is:
Tour Guide, Arrival and Departure transfer from Sydney to their base at Jervis Bay, Bike
rental and insurance, Petrol, Accomodations (4 star), Transport on the Spirit of Tasmania to
and from Tasmania, All meals, Riding Gear (helmets, gloves, rain gear, etc.), Fees into
tourist sites and attractions: Melbourne at night, Hobart attractions, Nowra Animal Park,

Cradle Mt. Nat’l Park, Franklin River Cruise, Canberra Attractions,
and Fairy Penguins at Phillip Island. Other and shorter tours are
available. See Mick! Come, join ‘em and say “G’dye, Myte!”

HOW WE WERE BACK WHEN
by Walt Halaja

From 10 years ago:
1)

HERE’S WHAT HAPPENED AT
THE OCTOBER 2007 MEETING
-SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20 2007
The October 20, 2007 meeting was held at the Bella Luna Trattoria
in Monroeville. It proved to be a fine venue for our meeting and we
thank Sonny Robinson for recommending Bella Luna and setting it
up.

Here are some of the business items discussed at the board
meeting attended by Mitch Kehn, J. Singh, Sean Barrett,
Tom Primke and Ralph Meyer. Gary Smith could not attend:
1.The request for payment from ASCAP (American Society of Composers and Publishers) is legitimate. Thus $50 is owed for licensing fees for music performed at the 2007 rally. Thom Primke
will expedite.
2.The club now owns a quality sound system and an Optoma XGA
video projector is in the pipeline.
3.Sean Barrett pledged that he and Gary will get started on the
revision of the bylaws soon.

2)

Here are the announcements that were made, discussions
that were had, and other happenings after 2 p.m.:
1.Gary Smith has made plans to share a slickly produced montage
of of his European vacation at the November meeting at Vincent’s
at Greentree, but members were encouraged to come to the meeting anyway.
2.Rick Gzesh was involuntarily “volunteered” to serve as our Banquet Coordinator. Some preliminary discussion has already begun on speakers we would like to invite, what level of honorarium would be acceptable and what the program for the evening
shall be.
3.There will be a member survey at the November meeting (supplemented by an online and newsletter survey) to determine the
most favored meeting places in the past 2 years. We will need to
set up 5 indoor meeting places for 2008.
4.The privates homes of Holly and Leo Stanton, Ed Syphan, and
Tony Capriotti were confirmed as meeting places for 2008. Tony
Capriotti stated that he would host the June, 2008 meeting, Ed
and Michele Syphan will have the July 2008 meeting at their
place, and September at the Stanton’s is practically an annual
tradition.
5.The club membership in attendance generally agreed that newsletter and website sponsorship would be a good idea and had
been done in the past. Ideally, it would be best to have sponsorship cover the cost of producing and mailing the newsletter. The
board and the membership is encouraged to share ideas on how
this might be put into play for 2008.
6.Four Winds BMW welcomed new members John Rolin, Gregory
Lievan, and Bruce Westley, who was a guest of Tim Pears.

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
8)
9)

Presidents message... President Jeff wrote: Last weekend I
probably attended my last rally/camp-out of the season in North
Carolina. It was the “Tarheel Travelers annual Halloween
Campout” It was the 11th annual back then at a camp site in a
small valley, surrounded by some lovely tall, old trees and has
the typical small pavilion for under roof stuff, decent shower
facilities up a hill in the trees, and has the unique characteristic
of having electric power to most every camp site. Folks know
this and bring small ceramic electric heaters for their tents and
sleep snugly in their tents. All efforts point to Saturday night
when there are a number of Halloween related events: camp site
decorating, costume contests, skit contests and pumpkin carving
judging. With electricity, folks go all out with seasonal lights
and all sorts of Halloween paraphernalia. Jeff ended his article
recounting a discussion with George (last Name?) who started
the event and who agreed that, indeed, there is something special about BMW motorcycle riders when they get together,
whether for a ride with a few friends, a campout, or a large national event, and that the best accessories that come with every
BMW, new or used, are indeed the folks who ride them! This
year is the 21st for this rally as advertised in the Oct. BMW ON
issue, page 148. (I wonder if any of our members went this year,
and, if they did, maybe a short report or mention of it would be
in order!)
Rider Dossier via Dan Doerr: Rider: “George Wolfe.” Lifetime
mileage: 500,000+. 1st bike: 1930 Harley “45”. Favorite BMW:
R1100. Dan-What is your favorite ride? George-To Clarion and
back. Dan-What is a ride you would like to do some day? GeorgeAlaska.
Timing the two valve K bike via Jeff Dunkle: This was a one
page article that ends with: “This whole process is really simpler
to do than it sounds, and takes maybe 45 minutes to complete.
It’s easy, fun, and just might pep up your bike with no expense in
parts....just a bit of time and the use of a timing light. Good
Luck!”
October Meeting Minutes: Attendance: 65 members and guests.
President Jeff introduced guests: Sonny (an acquaintance of Jeff’s)
(Note, “I’m pretty sure that’s our own Sonny Robison”), Jim
and Vicky Kelly (Nancy Barrett’s parents), Evan and Zoe (Steve
and Terry Goldring’s son and future daughter in law).
Jeff drew the 1st. early bird prize, which went to Craig Immel;
Craig generously returned the gift to the pot and Sonny won a
cargo net.
HAPPY DOLLARS: Brian Livermore was happy to see that our
club had in excess of 30 members attending the BMW RA national Rally in Fontana... Michelle is happy to congratulate Steve
and Terry Goldring on the engagement of Evan and Zoe... Sean
Barrett is happy to congratulate the Gormans on their marriage
Weather permitting, Ed Syphan and Craig Immel were going to
lead a ride to the Nov. meeting at Carbones in Crabtree.
The 50/50 raffle was won by Paul Cronin.
Page 6... Ed Jorgensen, the RA President, wrote a letter to the
Governor of North Carolina, and it was printed in this issue. I
have it. If you would want a copy-e-mail me at:
wbhalaja@msn.com .

WALT

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED BY MITCH KEHN
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THE RIGHTS (AND LEFTS) OF SPRING
By Don Poremski
What Doppler 5 radar couldn’t give us, the Farmer’s Almanac didnearly three days of warm-ish, sunny-ish weather. The result was
that five BMW front tires got pointed south for a fun-ish weekend.
Hungry Mother State Park, here we come.
The original dates around Easter would have meant riding in
below-freezing temperatures with constant threats of snow and ice.
We’d done that before and weren’t anxious to repeat. No, warmth
and sun were needed if the group was to retrain themselves in the art
of cornering.
The idea has been to gather in Pittsburgh and selected rendezvous points near the city, then head towards West Virginia. That state
has a broad selection of challenging rights and lefts-and elevation
changes-so riding there provides an excellent refresher course for
motorcyclists. Slabs hold no such charm or remedial qualities so the
route to Beckley is mostly two-laned roads with only an occasional
four-lane connector.
The group consisted of two GS models, a K1200RS, a K1200LT
and an old R80RT. Each bike took a turn at leading the group; this
necessitated by the high degree of concentration needed to “read”
the upcoming turns and provide an example, or warning, to the followers. Any rider that has experienced West Virginia roads will remember that at this time of year, gravel, freshly placed at the roadsides, gets strewn across the corners by cages and trucks dropping a
rear wheel off the berm. The result, in most rights, and some lefts, is
two clean tracks through the gravel at the turn’s apex. Wheel placement is critical when rounding these corners to avoid panic-inducing
slides. Ignore at your own peril.
Route 16 south is the choice from Beckley across the state line

into Virginia. The Rt. 16 in the latter isn’t as cluttered as in the
former. But one can expect very tight, decreasing-radius turns as one
climbs and descends each hill along the route. Also, be warned that
a lot of this route comes without guard rails. It’s always a difficult
choice isn’t it—guard rail or cliff?
The weather also moved the days selected to Saturday through
Monday rather
than Sunday
through Tuesday. As a result,
there were a lot
of vehicles, two
and
fourwheeled, out on
the second day,
Sunday, the ridefor-the-fun-of-it
day in and
around Shady
Valley. One stop
was the “shortest tunnel in the world”. It was cut on the original
train track path with a second blast
made so the smokestacks on the engine
could clear. You’ll
find it, a hiking
trail, climbing
rocks and a waterfall on Tennessee
route 133. The
area is called Backbone Rock Recreation
Area.
There’s a country store in
Shady Valley that is the equivalent of the Rock Store in California. There,
riders of all marques gather, V-Twins on the left, sport bikes and
motards on the right and the Beemers scattered amongst ‘em. They
all come for Rt. 421, “The Snake”. The Dragoneez Motorcycle Club
gets credit for litter pickup along this road, but one suspects that
they also groom apexes before Sunday rolls around. It’s awe inspiring to see how much faster the locals negotiate some really hairy
turns than we did. Knowing that they are gravel-free must give them
such confidence.
The down side to road exploring on a Sunday is slower, sometimes belligerent traffic. True there are very few trucks out that day,
but four-wheelers and some two-wheelers were pretty obvious about
their dislike of being passed. Come on! Those curve speed signs are
recommendations. If they are in the twenties or lower, use second;

On the Net...

Have you found a neat location on the Internet? Send the URL in with a brief description of what
it’s about to the editor and we’ll post it here for the benefit of your fellow riders...
Note: copy or type the underlined link into your browser’s URL textbox and hit ‘Go’ or ‘Enter’ to go there.
Our Four Winds Site, what else??? http://www.4windsbmw.org . And always remember never to forget, you can get this and
past color copies of the Newsletter in PDF format there! Check it out if you haven’t already done so.
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thirties use third; above it’s riders’ choice. We arrived in Little Switzerland too late at 4:00 p.m. to
be served and found a place in
the valley for a break.
We traveled light because
we rented a cabin at Hungry
Mother State Park and ate in
restaurants. We did enjoy a fireplace each night to re-live the
day’s adventures, some very
scary, some comical. All the
bikes but the R80RT were gulping high test and at one stop the
pumps were extremely slow.
Try ten minutes to fill a bike’s
tank. The clerk’s explanation
was that hardly anyone around
there bought that octane because of the price. Huh? So you
pump it slower so they feel
they’re getting their money’s worth? The K1200RS pilot got lulled
into a lack of attention until the tank started to overflow. A thumb in
the nozzle works about as well as one in the dike and the resulting
stream shot about fifteen feet before he got the pump turned off. A
little comic relief, yes, but we were all glad no one was passing with
a lit cigarette.
The ride back is always anti-climactic for some because it requires droning on an interstate, but those with more time tried out
new road options and will record these findings for a future ride. A
detailed route list of the 2007 ride is available by sending an E-mail
to strutguy@yahoo.com with HMSP Route List as the subject. Also,
be warned. North Carolina is using a much larger grade of stone to
fill in the berms. You might ignore them on first encounter, but you
won’t from then on. Can you say “slide pucker”?
It’s funny, but this group has been riding early in the season for
years, yet each time we do we find something fresh to enjoy. You
should try it.

DON

CARPOGLING
10/7/2007 NORTH BREAKFAST RIDE
by Ralph Meyer

Riders:
John Allen
John Barr
Frank Beatrous
Jack Bramkamp
Walt “Traveler’s Cap’n” Halaja
Bill “The Plumber” Helbling
Ron Kranz
Ralph “Yeah Magic!” Meyer
John “FJR” Rolin
Ed Tatters
Paul “PW” White
Carpogling (Kar-Po’-gling) n. 1. The examination of the shapes,

sizes, and feeding habits of relatively large, normally sluggish, bottom-feeding fresh-water fish known for the ability to transmute into
frenzied top-feeding sucking activity when offered anything made
with white flour, particularly bread. 2. Motorcycling to locales where
such aquatic inhabitants are known to frequent for the purposes of
testing their feeding frenzy acumen. 3. Contemplating carp [a fish
of the family Cyprinidae] as an aspect of Zen Buddhist meditation:
required to be done from the lotus position while balanced on the
seat of a motorcycle (K-Bike, preferably) on its center stand. [ME
Carpe < OFr Carpe < Lat. Carpa] Unrelated to the activity of observing someone who finds fault and complains constantly about
something (carp (Karp) v. [ME Carpen < ON Karpa, to boast]).
Cap’n of Firefighters, Walt “Resident Historian” Halaja, having
noted some time ago in the Press that carp and bald eagles had been
spied at Pymatuning Lake, a ride to ogle them had then been planned.
However that one got more or less rained out (except in Cleveland).
PW, recalling that ‘miss’ suggested that since the weather was supposed to be of mid-August nature on Sunday, Oct. 7th, we should
dust that one off and give it a run.
Knowing our riders’ constitutional distaste for 4 lane highways
and large towns, Garmin’s Mapsource program on computer got
messed about with to figure out a route to Pymatuning that would
avoid as many and much of such as might be done. It got downloaded to the GPS, many of the roads being ones I hadn’t previously
ridden (lends to the thrill [ugh???] of the trip!)
Sunday morning dawned dull and cloudy with another threat of
‘possible’ thundershowers, but the weather map showed that that
prognostication looked like it’d been made with the prognosticator’s
head firmly attached by mouth to a now-near-empty bottle of JD
single-malt water-o-life. Another 10 riders seem to have drawn the
same conclusion as that’s how many graced a crowded North B-Ride
King’s that morning with at least the intention of having a delightful
breakfast and conversation in company with others of our motorcycling clan.
Two of the folks could only enjoy the breakfast ministrations of
the King’s chefs and server before having to head back home. The
rest of us lit off the Beemers and the Yamaha FJR (John Rolin’s nice
ride) and proceeded North by North-north-west to Pymatuning Lake
via that route laid out by Garmin’s Mapsource that would’ve made a
well-lubricated colonial think he was on a straight path as he wove
back and forth from turn to shining turn. Not knowing whether any
of our GS minions would be along, (and unbeknownst to me)
Mapsource also included a few miles of occasionally gravelly dirt
road. We of the blacktop/concrete riding persuasion therefore got to
test our propensities for bike-handling in the dirt and, of course,
being experienced riders, came through with flying colors, not with-
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out, however, some pissing and moaning from the rearer echelon—
something about “dam dust...” though we were not at that point yet
at the dam, but the moaning didn’t last long enough to call it a carp.
We were looking for the other kind anyway.
Reaching the Pymatuning causeway to Lineville at length (after
our 2 & 3/4ths hours’ worth of screwy 2 laners with one gas and
stretch-thelegs stop), we
hauled into
the parking
lot by the
boat rental
and
decamped from
the bikes into
the by-now
summer-like
heat.
The
place was already better than half full of cars and the occasional motorcycle, and
bags of bread seemed in evidence here and there. Ooops... I’d forgotten to bring some... besides, all I had in the freezer at home was
some Breadworks 6-grain and that’s too dang good to feed fish! But
Walt saved the day by filling every nook and cranny
in his side and top cases
with stale bread loaves for
the bunch, so we were all
thereby well equipped to
perform our aforesaid
Carpogling bio-scientific
experimentation.
An added plus to the
experiment was that we could observe the feeding habits also of the
Canada geese, Mallard ducks, and sundry gulls that were much in
evidence and apparently as hungry as the carp. Scientific conclusion: Bread triggers frenzied feeding activity in otherwise somnolent creatures.
Others too, it seems, were interested in such scientific examination of the local
fauna, winged
and finned. A car
with a large family of children
pulled up and
parked next to
our bikes. Several members of
our expedition
noted that the
car’s trunk, once
the baby walker had been unloaded, was otherwise packed full of
bread which was then duly passed out to the car’s more youthful
experimenters. They in turn did as had we, tossing in first bits of
slices, then whole slices to the lake’s inhabitants with a view to
seeing how long a bit or slice would last. None did. Last, that is.
And it would’ve taken a stopwatch capable of timing hundredths of
a second to time the life of even a whole slice cast on the water
before it had utterly disappeared. Five or six fish, three or four
ducks, a couple of geese, or a brace or two of gulls make short work
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of even the stalest
baker’s products.
One could not even
time their floating
ability as they disappeared before
any had a chance to
become waterlogged.
Having run out
of bread, a poll was
taken as to what to do and where to go next, with several deciding to
head south for home, while five of the carpogling expedition decided
to go Northeast to
sample the A-C and
hamburgerish fare
of the Creekside
Bar and Grill south
of Waterford at the
junction of Rtes 19
and 6N. Throwing
all that bread to the
fish and fowl made
some of us hungry.
By then it was after 2 and the Creekside was an hour away, which
would provide the five of us an arrival there that would enable a
fashionably late lunch. So while
Frank, Ed, Bill, and John headed
back south, Paul, John Rolin, Jack,
Walt, and I headed northeast.
The Angus hamburgers at the
Creekside were as we remembered:
probably the best within a 50 mile
radius of Erie. The Steelers also
were beating the heck out of the
Seahawks, and the five of us there
got in another hour or so of fine tirekicking and appetite sating. A most
enjoyable interlude all the way
‘round. Since by then it was after
4, we decided that the better part
of valor would be to give up on the
2 laners save for 6N West to get us
to I-79, and to slab it back to the ‘Burgh. Which we did. At a fine
rate of knots somewhat on the order of 10 times the cube of 2 (on the
clock, not actual—the GPS said rather less). Anyway, some fair
time into the ride
south, two bare
bikes of a certain
persuasion,
which will remain unnamed
to protect the
guilty, both 2-up,
making an earsplitting racket,
sloooowwwwwly
passed us, the
riders sporting
but one helmet
and no riding togs among the four. As we had shortly before passed
a Geheimstaats Politzei Mountie sitting between the North and South

lanes checking traffic velocity, we just kept steady at the surrounding traffic’s rate of knots. However, the Law of the Medes and Persians that denies loud (or any) bikes of a certain persuasion to pass
Beemers with impunity kicked in, as PW, representing the best of
our Marque, pulled out, twisted the throttle of his K-LT slightly, and
without much exertion blew by the noisemakers a bit up the road.
The rest of us caught up with him some miles later at the rest area
whence he told us that the racket makers had tried to keep up with
him, but their engines sounded like they were about to blow such
that they quickly quit and turned off, tails between their legs, at the
next available exit. Beemer reputation for quiet & quick therefore
remains well defended and unsullied. I did feel for the racket bikes’
riders though—the wind at the 90+ that they must have had to do
just to try to keep up with Paul must’ve been brutal. Sunglasses are
not much eye protection at that speed. And do-rags and cut-off Ts
certainly don’t appear to be much protection against bug-whacks at
that speed either. Full protective gear is very beneficial for more
than just ‘getoffs’!
Anyway, we all said our verbal good-byes at the rest stop as various ones of us would be peeling off in different directions for home
once we neared or entered the ‘Burgh, and so the ride concluded. I
got home around 18:30 hours with c. 240 miles on the clock, and the
feeling of a day well spent. Scientific endeavors such as Carpogling
in company with a fine group of friends is certainly fun. Another
good breakfast ride enjoyed!

RALPH
Many thanks to John Allen and Walt Halaja for several of the article
pictures!

met thread. At our Sept.
meeting at Leo’s I discussed this helmet thing
with a few of our members and mentioned the
thought that I may do this
Pyle Driver Ride because
two breakfast riders have
Triumphs—Jack,
&
Ralph—who both said
they may be interested. Paul (PW) also said he might tag along, and
Max said he probably
would go—because I
think he is also a member of the BSA club. I
also posted this on our
web site “wanna ride”
page and got the full endorsement from the
“Ranger”! Can you beat
that?
Well, some of the breakfast riders met at the Kings South breakfast location: 5 members and two guests. After breakfast, we arrived at Bud & Barb
Kubena’s home in
Cokeburg, Pa., the
ride’s Starting Point
at approx 09:00 hrs,
to have the club
Vice President, Bill
Lumm, come trotting up the driveway with coffee in
hand to welcome
us! “This is great,” I thought. Many different kinds of bikes were
already there, very ecumenical.
Turns out there were more of our members present. Eleven total
plus the two guests with us. Our club had John Allen, “2 Spark”
Dave McLaughlin, “Reddy K” Ron Latkovic, Jack Bramkamp, Ralph
Meyer, Max Stanton, Leo & Holly Stanton, “The Plumber” Bill

2007 PYLE DRIVER RIDE
Walter Halaja
Sunday, September 30th, 2007: A ride sponsored by the Ohio Valley
BSA owner’s Club (OVBSAOC)! Just a minute! ...We ride BMWs
not BSAs, so how did 11 of our our members get to join in on this
ride? So... let me tell you! Well, for #1, I’m a member of the BSA
club for a start and receive a BSA club newsletter every 2 months.
And #2, with great interest I had viewed the “Wear your Helmet”
thread Aug. 4th, ’07 via Ron Latkovic. Our members were at each
other a bit about how you should encourage fellow bike riders to
wear a helmet, even though most of us believe you should wear one
even when the Pa. law say’s you don’t have to. So, while reviewing
the BSA news, I discovered the Pyle Driver Ride, which said “All
bikes welcome” and, “Helmets Required”; so I posted that on our
web page to help cool things down and put another take on that hel-

Helbling, Carl Hartz, and me, plus Ed Tatters, who met up with us
along the way, attending. There were 68 bikes leaving at the start.
VP Bill Lume led, and did a fine job. Bill had us ride in staggered
formation at the beginning, but, as the speed increased, the group
just about single-filed it. Bud Kubena was trying, on his BSA, to
keep the group together—as in being a road guard directing traffic at
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intersections and such. Well, guess what, members? If anything
came out of this ride, our club found two professional road Guards!
They were PW & the Plumber, who stepped up to the plate to help
Bud & his BSA out with that duty. They did such a good job that
Bud, as far as I could tell, just fell in line and let them go to work
while he enjoyed the ride. We arrived at Friendship Hill at approx
12:09 Hrs.,
paid a dollar
and browsed
the Colonial
Day festivities that were
in progress. 2
Spark found
the ham and
bean soup
booth, and
had a cup—
He likes beans! We spent almost two hours there, then headed back
to near the starting point to eat a late lunch at the Tradesman Inn on
Rt. 40. We had a separate room and enjoyed a very good meal for
under $10. Great day, Great ride, and A great big Thank You to the
OVBSAOC CLUB! Maybe we could do this again next year!

WALT
P.S.: Over the years I have always admired how the “Harley Owners
Group” managed to get together and ride with so many riders at a
time. Well, on our ride, I thought we were “it” that day, until we met
up with a vast convoy of Harleys traveling the other direction that
may have bested us in numbers. I would like to think not, but Bud
thought they did! I guess more power to them!

and warmth, but rather, folks who don’t let cold weather deprive
them of their favorite form of transportation. With a little knowledge
and a few cold weather tricks, your riding season can be extended.

Here are some strategies for dealing with the worst
winter has to offer:
Ice
Black ice — really just an ominous name for hard-to-see frozen
water on the road — can occur any time the temperature has been
near the freezing point, or where frost can form. Some touring bikes
have an air-temperature thermometer, but adding one to any bike is a
cheap fix.
Bridges are susceptible to icing because they are disconnected
from the warmth of the Earth and cool faster when air temperatures
drop. Watch for spots on the road that are shaded from the sun. Welltraveled roads are often better, because passing traffic melts and dries
the moisture.
If you do feel like you’re on an icy patch, don’t make any sudden
moves, and don’t touch the brakes. Pull in the clutch and let the bike
coast until you’re clear.

Hypothermia
That cold shiver up your spine isn’t just uncomfortable. It could
also be a warning.
Hypothermia occurs when your core body temperature drops significantly, and it can be deadly.
Temperatures don’t need to be below freezing to induce hypothermia. Wind chill gets worse as wind speeds increase, and the longer
you’re out, the worse it gets.
One early sign of potential hypothermia occurs when you start
feeling cold and you can’t decide if you should pull over or not. The
answer is always yes, but your judgment may be clouded. Long before this point occurs, you should have pulled into that nice warm
cafe and had some hot chocolate or soup.
Uncontrolled shivering and chattering teeth are signs of real danger. You may start to feel dizzy, or even drunk, as your muscles begin
to stiffen. Continued exposure may cause the shivering to slow down
or even stop, but by then you’re in serious trouble.

The well-dressed rider

FROM THE AMA: HTTP://
WWW.AMADIRECTLINK.COM/ROADRIDE/RIDERRESC/
COLD.ASP
AMA EXTRA THE E-MAIL NEWSLETTER FOR
MOTORCYCLISTS

OCTOBER 22, 2007
Walt Halaja received this in the AMA e-mail news and sent it
along:

COLD WEATHER STRATEGIES
TO EXTEND YOUR RIDING SEASON

By Bill Andrews
Old man winter lets loose a final blast to knock that last orange leaf
to the ground. For some, it’s time to roll the two-wheeled companion
into a corner of the garage, throw the battery on a trickle charger, and
hope for an early spring. For others, there is no end to the riding
season, just a change in riding gear.
No, we’re not talking about those who live in perpetual sunshine

How do you mitigate the dangers of cold weather? First of all,
cover up.
It all boils down to insulating your body. To do that, you need to
layer.
Synthetics work better for your inner layer than cotton, which
holds moisture against your skin. On top of that, wear fleece, wool,
or other layers that provide insulation. The idea is to let your body
create a warm pocket of air between you and the environment.
Finally, you need to stop the environment from stealing your warm
air. Your outer layer needs to block the wind. Leather works; denim,
for example, doesn’t. These days, we also have a broad array of
choices in nylon gear made specifically for motorcycling that provides versatile weather protection with vents, removable liners, waterproof membranes, adjustable fit, etc. If you choose outerwear that
isn’t waterproof, such as a leather jacket, be sure to carry a rainsuit
that fits over it. Getting wet robs you of your insulation.
Whichever outer layer you choose, remember that it should provide crash protection, too. Buy gear made for motorcycling, not the
fashion show.
Hands can be particularly vulnerable to the cold. Gauntlet-style
gloves will help you seal the gap between gloves and jacket. Gloves
with a breathable, waterproof liner will keep rain out while allowing
moisture from perspiration to escape.
Continued on page 10
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EAST BREAKFAST RIDE
9/22/2007
Sonny Robison
Saturday came in as a great ride day-weather wise-and being the
East B-ride day made it that much better, especially after having
spent the last several days closed inside one of those bus trips to
“interesting” Places.
Ralph and Walt indicated they would be coming for the breakfast, but also said that the ride part was in question, so I really didn’t
think too much about that part of the day.
I arrived at Dick’s just after Ralph and Dave Manfredo and shortly
before John Rolin and Walt came along. Then a new face pulled in
astride a very nice “airhead.” His first name is Wes - sorry Wes - I
can’t recall the last name and had no paper or pencil to record info.
As we ordered our meals things got even better as a K-bike drove
into the lot and another new face joined us at the tables. His name is
Greg (again I’m sorry to admit I didn’t put his last name in the memory
file, etc.) Anyway —
With the New people to meet and greet, the conversation covered a great spectrum of life’s happenings. Very interesting - Greg is
a recent arrival to the area, from the great state of Texas, due to a job
relocation. He was joining the group to aid in the search for a better
feel of the local roads and interesting destinations. Wes was also
interested in becoming acquainted with the people and the rides enjoyed on some weekends. Here I must add that these are two very
interesting riders and I sure hope they consider joining the club.
As the food disappeared, thoughts and discussion turned to
“what’s next on the agenda.”
Walt and Ralph had other plans for the day, so faces seemed to
look in my direction to come up with a plan for the ride. Thinking a
bit and wanting to display some of the great back roads we are blessed
with in Southwest Pa. I agreed to a do my best to display some of my
favorites on a back way to Ohiopyle. Seems all were Ok with that, so
I said “follow me” and we were off - Well, that is, after stopping to
top off some gas tanks.
Heading out of Murrysville via the School Road things were running through my head as to the best roads to follow - up one way and
return another; just miss the construction as much as possible. I
decided on a route that I felt sure none of the riders had traveled
before and headed toward Manor - Adamsburg to Rt 136 to Rt 31 at
West Newton. On 31 through “Turkey Town” then swing right and
it’s downhill to Smithton and the ride alongside the Youghiogheny

River through some very historical back country. I enjoy this ride
through Lisenring and Dawson before joining with Rt 210 for the
ride to Connellsville.
Here you have a choice of going directly up the mountain on 711
or taking the back road, which I prefer, being a short sprint up the
slab to Dunbar and the Furnace Hill Rd to Kentuck Knob and finally,
Ohiopyle. By now the pit stop etc. there sure felt good.
I found it interesting to see the reaction of Greg to the sights and
sounds of Ohiopyle. It is such a dynamic place as Rafters and Kayak
riders maneuver around the falls and currents of the water. We witnessed a group of Rafters start on their trip down the river, and even
the bicycle trail prompted discussion and questions about the distance covered from the Pittsburgh area and destinations.
After that pause that refreshed, came the stated desire to continue the back roads awhile so I headed out the back way from the
park. Up the Sugarloaf Rd. toward Rt.281 and Confluence, a nice
section of road, not extensively traveled. We followed Rt 281 all the
way to New Lexington.—a smooth ride on a more open type highway, which can encourage a bit more throttle up type ride. Good
time - enjoy! A left turn off 281 and a right at Scottyland brought us
to a little place called Trent and the Laural Hills State Park, then
past Seven Springs Resort to Rt 711. Here we turned and went to Rt
31, where we stopped at a Dairy Queen in Donegal for a lunch break.
This is usually a good place for quick service, but today it was pretty
well packed - must be the result of the season ending and autumn
coming on.
After the food, the usual ride home routes come on - there are
more back roads to cover, but from here some start to think “home!”
We headed down 711 to Ligonier and Rt. 30. As we rode west, John
and Dave split when I turned toward Derry. With a swerve to New
Alexander and Rt. 22, Greg headed west. Thus only Wes remained
with me as I followed 981 to Saltsburg and 380 back to Monroeville.
No, this ride isn’t a “big destination” ride to - say a rally or
something. ...Just a modest attempt to enjoy a day out with some
friends. No knee dragging or bun burning Iron Butt stress. Can be
more, can be less - your choice! Yeah, I kinda enjoy it - While I still
can.
See you next time?

SONNY

AN AWFUL HIGHWAY ACCIDENT
From Walt Halaja:
This is Gut Wrenching!
On the next page is a picture of a horrible highway accident in
Germany. It was sent to me by a friend of mine who was at the
scene. Beware, however, as the picture may be kind of hard to take
and painful for some of you.
If you look closely you can see what appear to be some survivors
of the accident still in the wreckage. Although the picture is quite
graphic, it makes you realize how quickly our loved ones can be
taken from us.
My friend said he had stayed on the scene to help and even though
he and others coming upon the tragic scene performed mouth to mouth
on quite a few of them, none survived.
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AN AWFUL HIGHWAY ACCIDENT

Reflective Caveat: Jürgen, on seeing this pic, said that the accident was not as awful as claimed, since Grolsch is a terrible tasting beer!
Continued from page 8

It may be obvious, but a full-face helmet will keep you warmer
than no helmet, or an open-face helmet. Sealing the area around your
neck with a bandanna, or better yet a fleece or wind- and waterproof
neck warmer, can make a dramatic difference. A balaclava under the
helmet provides a lot of additional comfort for minimal bulk.

What about the bike?
No matter how well you’re dressed, cold air has a way of sneaking in and robbing heat. The longer you’re on the road, the worse it
gets. Your front line in the defense against cold is to block the wind.
A windshield or fairing is a good front-line defense. Mounting a
small windshield on your handlebars, if your bike doesn’t have one,
can be enough to divert the wind off your chest and help keep your
upper-body vital organs warm.

Going electric
No matter how well you dress, if you’re on the road long enough,
you’ll lose more heat than your body can generate. Long riders resort
to electrical assistance.
Heated clothing, which uses your bike’s electrical system to power
heating elements, makes a huge difference by not just insulating you,
but adding heat to the whole equation.
Gloves start around $100. Vests, depending on the style, can go
from $100 to $200. Socks can range from simple D-cell powered
items that sell for around $25, to $90 systems that hook into the rest
of your electric riding gear.
Make sure your charging system can handle the load. Find out
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the output of your charging system, add up the draw from all your
electrical gear, and make sure you’re not draining your battery. Also,
leave a margin of error, because your bike’s output may be measured
at cruising rpms and it may produce considerably less electrical power
at idle.
For many riders, a vest alone is enough. If you keep your torso
warm, your body will focus on pumping warm blood to your extremities. If you torso gets cold, you body will abandon the extremities to
try to keep the vital organs warm, and that’s when you can suffer
from dangerously numb hands or, possibly, frostbitten toes.

Chemical options
Another option is a lightweight, disposable heat pack, which offers a different kind of protection.
Imagine you’re out for a ride on a nice fall day. You’re so consumed with the changing leaves that you don’t notice how far you’ve
ridden. It’s getting dark and cold — fast. A bit of quick heat can
make all the difference.
An outdoor gear store, or even one of the big-box retailers that
sell recreational goods, will have chemical packs of the type hunters
use. Be careful, because some can produce up to 150 degrees, so
don’t put them next to bare skin.

Keep hydrated
One last thing to think about — that you might not think about:
Drink lots of liquids. Dehydration may be foremost in your mind in

the hot months, but you still lose moisture in winter. Cold, dry winter air can suck moisture out of you and you may not notice that
you’re perspiring.

© 2005 BY THE AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST ASSOCIATION

DREAM BIKE
Tim & Diane Pears sent this in as a kind of neat idea. ...The stack
you see is for that well-equipped BBQ in the hack, not the engine
exhaust. I suspect this may be Tim’s ideal Rally Bike? You could do
2 whole porkers in that thing, then pack tents and all in it after the
cookin’! Will we see this at the 42nd, Tim? Huh? Huh? Huh? The
LT’s gonna be jealous!

GP WANNABE CORNERING PRACTICE
Picture sent in by Jürgen Brune. Note the proper cornering body and
knee puck position, aerodynamic tuck, and full gear! Practice makes
perfect!

MAP TO THE MEETING
AT VINCENT’S PIZZA & PASTA OF GREENTREE
Overall map above showing I-79, I-279, and I-376
Closeup map below showing Exit 4A at Greentree Rd and
Mansfield Ave. Vincent’s is on Mansfield Avenue. C’ya at the meeting!
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Four Winds BMW Riders
c/o Ralph Meyer, Editor
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

DIRECTIONS TO THE MEETING:
HOW DO I JOIN
FOUR WINDS BMW
RIDERS?
To join, come to a meeting and introduce
yourself. Meetings are listed here in the
Newsletter and in the schedule of events
on the Web Site, www.4windsbmw.org.
Membership dues are $15 per year for primary membership, and $7.50 per year for
associate members residing in the same
household as a primary member.
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The Nov. 17, 2007 meeting will be held from 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM at
Vincent's of Greentree--Pizza & Pasta: 333 Mansfield Ave, Greentree, PA.
Ph.: 412-921-8811 Directions to the Nov 2007 Meeting:
From the West: Take I-279 North from I-79 South of Pittsburgh to the
Greentree Rd Exit (Exit 4a). Turn Left on Greentree Rd out of the
exit. Turn left again onto Mansfield Ave (about 500 feet from the
Exit). Go about .2 mile. Vince's of Greentree Pizza & Pasta will be on
your left.
From the East: Take the Parkway West (I-376) and merge onto I-279
South downtown, cross the bridge and go through the tunnel to the
Greentree Rd Exit (Exit 4A). Take the left lane of the 'Y' of the exit.
At the Mansfield Ave Stop Sign, turn left out of the exit. Vincent's will
be about 350 feet from the exit on your left.
From the South: Get on I-79, then on I-279 North and follow the directions "From the West" above.
From the North: Get and stay on I-279 South through downtown and
across the Monongahela River bridge, go through the tunnel to the
Greentree Rd Exit (Exit 4A). Stay in the left lane of the 'Y' of the exit.
At the Exit’s Mansfield Ave Stop Sign, turn left. Vincent's will be
about 350 feet from the exit on your left.

